
Describing Events

Task

 

The 10 cards below provide information on the ten students on the robotics team at a
high school. The students are identified by an ID number: S1, S2, …, S10. For each
student, the following information is also given:

                   Gender

                   Grade level

                   Whether or not the student is currently enrolled in a science class

                   Whether or not the student is currently participating on a school sports team

                   Typical number of hours of sleep on a school night

It might be helpful to cut out these cards so that you can sort and rearrange them as
you answer the following questions.

a. Suppose that one student on the robotics team will be selected at random to
represent the team at an upcoming competition. This can be viewed as a chance
experiment. Which one of the following is the sample space for this experiment?

S = { Student ID, gender, grade level, science class, sports team, hours of sleep}
S = {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10}
S = {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, male, female, 9, 10, 11, 12, yes, no, 6, 7, 8, 9}

b. What outcomes from the sample space are in the event that the selected student is
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taking a science class?

c. Consider the following three events:
A = the selected student is female
B = the selected students is on a sports team
C = the selected student typically sleeps less than 8 hours on a school night

For each of these three events, list the outcomes that make up the event.

d. Which outcomes are in the following events?
a.A or B
b.A and C
c.not C

e. Describe each of the events in question 4 in words.
 

f. Define two additional events in the context of this chance experiment. Use the letters
D and E to represent these events.
 

g. For the two events you defined in question 6, describe the event D or E and the event
D and E in words.
 

h. Is the set of outcomes in D or E and the set of outcomes in D and E the same for the
two events you have defined? Explain why or why not.
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S1

Gender: Female

Grade: 11

Science course:  yes

Sports team: no

Sleep: 7 hours

 

 

S2

Gender: Male

Grade: 9

Science course:  no

Sports team: no

Sleep: 9 hours

 
 

S3

Gender: Male

Grade: 11

Science course:  no

Sports team: yes

Sleep: 8 hours

 

 

S4

Gender: Male

Grade: 10

Science course:  yes

Sports team: yes

Sleep: 6 hours
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S5

Gender: Female

Grade: 12

Science course:  yes

Sports team: yes

Sleep: 7 hours

 

 

S6

Gender: Female

Grade: 9

Science course:  yes

Sports team: no

Sleep: 9 hours

 
 

S7

Gender: Male

Grade: 11

Science course:  yes

Sports team: no

Sleep: 7 hours

 

 

S8

Gender: Female

Grade: 10

Science course:  no

Sports team: no

Sleep: 8 hours
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S9

Gender: Male

Grade: 12

Science course:  no

Sports team: yes

Sleep: 6 hours

 

 

S10

Gender: Male

Grade: 12

Science course:  yes

Sports team: no

Sleep: 8 hours
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